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Australia’s major banking cartel has been under 

close Government scrutiny since 2010, via five 

Senate Enquiries and a Royal Commission. 

Despite clear findings as to aberrant misconduct, 

the banking and f inancial services industry 

in regional Australia remains dominated by 

ANZ, Westpac, CBA & NAB. A banking cartel is 

purposed to disrupt commercial equilibrium. An 

awareness of this presents substantial partner and 

investor opportunity, with the objective being to 

develop a licensed commercial and investment 

banking solution, through a localised mutual funds 

management capability, partnering with client 

services across, accounting, legal, real estate, 

stockbroking and private consulting professions. 

The Hunt ington Club has been seeded 

breakthrough intellectual property (called Mi 

Algorithm of Wealth™) to empower its members, 

on a f inancial services partnership pathway. 

This algorithm holds the secrets to investment 

banking, hidden by the wealthy elite for centuries. 

Our mission is to re-mutualise, as a laboratory, a 

blockchain based virtual city, to create a mutual 

banking and financial services ecoystem, 

empowering peer to peer f inance and capital 

solutions. In that process, we will develop a 

licenseable partnership model for similar Mutual 

Australian Custodian & DIY Wealth Associations, 

for implementation nationally.

The purpose of this Information Memorandum is to 

inform prospective partners and investors of the 

opportunity to participate in development of the 

model, and to invest founding equity, cementing 

an aggregation of financial services infrastructure 

and partnerships in property IT, marketing, media, 

law, accounting and real estate, as a priority. 

Mi Algorithm of Wealth™ empowers a unique 

investment banking capacity for distribution and 

risk management of capital and digital securities, 

across a range of licensed business units. 

Membership to the Huntington Club will access 

the following benefits;

 •  Huntington Investment Partners™ will be trained 

to market, distribute and risk manage a capital 

solutions capacity, and a member based digital 

currency, empowered by a Utility Token and a 

Secured Token Offer (STO). 

 •  Develop a property sales and finance solutions 

capability, through the creation of secondary 

loan securities. 

 •  Promotion of the benefits, commercially and 

financially, of mutual and philosophically united, 

business ecosystems winning profit from the 

major banks, with unpopular, cartel-controlled 

business models.

 •  Partnerships with independent media providers 

offering truth and fairness in reporting to 

INFORMATION
MEMORANDUM

As a collective of natural citizens, Huntington Investment Partners™ (‘the partners’) are creating an 

ethos based Mutual, for the purpose of re-mutualising banking and financial services, via a series 

of licensed peer to peer partnerships. The first step is to establish a founding Mutual Australian 

Custodian & DIY Wealth Association™. It will be called Huntington’s Health & Wealth Club Inc™ (aka 

Huntington’s Club™) as a member, and partner, portal. Trustworthy, member co-owned banking, 

funds management and capital solutions capacity holds the key to independent finance supply 

chains, fulfilling regional community needs. 
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positively empower the aggregation of S.M.A.R.T. 

(Small, Medium & Retail Trader) business partners, 

fostering a return to age old business values and 

‘business @ the speed of trust’.

 •  Development of a broadly accepted blockchain 

based tokenisation strategy for property and 

business assets, and a f inance and asset 

exchange, offering a secure community for 

decentralized banking and financial services.

 •  Launch of a ‘Think BIG’ (Blockchain Innovators 

Group) campaign, in partnership with commercial 

partners, sporting clubs, churches and charities 

to develop data base and revenue sharing, 

powered by a mutual alliance of member non-

major banks, credit unions and Approved 

Deposit Taking Institutions.

 •  Grow Huntington Investment Partnerships in 

popularity with advisory professions, including, 

but not limited to, legal, accounting, architectural, 

real estate valuation and sale, to educate and 

train in fund and asset management. 

 •  Develop membership and commercial 

interaction, in tandem with member training 

at the Huntington Club™, whilst building its 

reputation as a profit for community purpose 

fiduciary and DIY wealth coach.

 •  To list on the stock exchange a company, called 

Members Investment Blockchain Custodian 

(MiBC™) to integrate the partnerships into a 

mutual corporate ‘co-operative’, able to win 

financial service revenues for the benefit of the 

member community. 

 •  To release, where appropriate, to the investment 

market for linked, concurrent sale in November 

2020, an IPO and Private Exchange facility, in 

tandem with the World Expo in Dubai.

 •  To develop the brand of HUNTINGTON 

INVESTMENT PARTNERS™ as a uniquely mutual 

‘Blockchain Financier’, able to be licensed to 

partners to leverage tokenisation for capital 

solutions, synonymous with fiduciary excellence, 

in generational service to the community.

The Huntington Club has 
been seeded breakthrough 
intellectual property to 
empower its members, 
on a financial services 
partnership pathway. This 
algorithm holds the secrets 
to investment banking, 
hidden by the wealthy elite 
for centuries.
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RESTRICTIONS ON 
OFFEREES & DISCLAIMERS

This Information Memorandum relates to the offer of founding 

equity in Huntington Mutual Pty Ltd, as trustee for the Huntington 

Mutual Trust™ (called Huntington Mutual™) This Information 

Memorandum is intended to provide, investors and partners, 

with a guide prior to an investment decision being made. You are 

encouraged to read this Information Memorandum in its entirety.

Investors should not treat the contents of this Information Memorandum 

as advice relating to legal, taxation or investment matters and must make 

their own independent assessment and investigation of the investment, 

and should not rely on any statement contained in this Information 

Memorandum as to the significance, adequacy or accuracy of any matter 

described in this document.

This Information Memorandum includes certain statements that reflect 

various assumptions that may or may not prove to be correct. Recipients 

must make their own independent assessment and investigation of those 

assumptions. The Company may at its absolute discretion, but without 

being under any obligation to do so, update, amend or supplement this 

Information Memorandum from time to time, or issue a fresh Information 

Memorandum. Huntington Mutual Pty Ltd is not authorised under the 

Banking Act 1959 (Banking Act) and is not supervised by the Australian 

Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA), nor are investments made with 

it covered by the deposit or protection provisions in section 13A of the 

Banking Act.

This Information Memorandum is not a regulated offer document under 

the Corporations Act and therefore will not necessarily contain all the 

information required of a regulated offer document. All monetary amounts 

referred to in the Information Memorandum are, unless specifically 

identified to the contrary, references to Australian dollars. Fees and 

expenses include GST and take into account any input tax credits, 

which may be available unless stated otherwise and are current unless 

otherwise advised.
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To invest in the Huntington Mutual™, investors will need to complete the following 5 steps:

Read this Information Memorandum in full.

Consider all the information, including 
the risks of investing.

Complete the Application Form attached 
to this Information Memorandum.

Scan and email the completed Application 
Form and Investor’s Declaration Form to 
HQ@huntingtonsclub.com

Ask questions that you would like 
satisfied, or consult your strategic adviser 
(if considered necessary).

Transfer investment funds into the following bank account:

Bank of Queensland
Account Name: Huntington Mutual Pty Ltd
BSB No: 124394  Account No: 23003991

This Information Memorandum is dated the 2nd February, 2020.

Read

Consider

Ask or 
Consult

Complete

Email

STEPS FOR INVESTORS
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The Global Financial Crisis was a global wakeup 

call, unparalleled in Australian history. After 

40 years of focused aggregation by offshore 

investment banking giants, the major banks now 

control the vast majority of Australia’s banking and 

financial services revenues. It has been established 

that these companies have engaged in aberrant 

misconduct, breach of fiduciary duty and criminality. 

Yet, they earn approx $40 billion per annum in 

collective profit, 35% of which is received by global 

investment banks, JP MORGAN, Citicorp & HSBC.

The “big four” Australian builders - CSR, Boral, 

James Hardie Industries and Adelaide Brighton, 

operate in a likewise cartel manner. Yet, builders 

make the fourth biggest contribution to Australia’s 

economy, about $150 billion annually, and employ 

more than one million people. A sign of success 

typically is how many cranes dot the skyline, 

however, this very symbol of success is ruled by two 

cartel controlled industries. Research by built asset 

consultants Arcadis has found Sydney, Melbourne 

and Brisbane are now some of the most expensive 

cities to build in worldwide, yet our regional centres 

have no investment banking capability.

Banking and construction processes will be 

substantially impacted by blockchain and digital 

innovation, with decentralised control, cost and time 

savings and substantial erosion of cartel revenues. 

The rapid growth of funds management as an 

industry, the advent of blockchain and Deloittes 

prediction 20 years ago that the future banks would 

be software companies, inspire possibilities.The 

future is here! Demand for reliable, better yielding 

income products to service retirees will match 

trends in peer to peer finance solutions, leveraging 

a decentralisation of Australia’s banking and capital 

management industry. Building industry support for 

prefabricated and modular construction, substantial 

empowerment to commercial ecosystems through 

digital technology, software, co-operative financial 

services infrastructure and open source intellectual 

property, are some of the many trends to liberate 

regional cities from corporate globalisation. 

Substantial opportunity exists to build a series of 

licensed asset management, property investment 

banking, marketing, media, client service delivery 

and risk management partnerships, for the purpose 

of delivering leading edge finance and capital 

solutions, via commercial collaboration.

THE OPPORTUNITY

COLLABORATIVE COMMERCIAL PARTNERSHIPS

The future banks will 
be software companies. 

Deloitte
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Specifically, the bank’s Tier 1 capital assets (assets 

which the bank can liquidate if required) have to 

be above a set fraction, currently 8%, of its risk- 

weighted credit exposures (i.e. loan assets). There 

are additional requirements for other Tier 2 assets, 

currently 7% of its loan assets as a cushion to 

absorb any bank’s losses, ahead of depositors.

The Tier 2 assets can be borrowed. Currency is 

created by the borrowing demand, serviced by the 

Australian commercial banking system, through 

its dramatic leveraging of bank equity. The GFC 

proved that the Australian public take the risk of 

guaranteeing the banking system, whilst the major 

banks receive the cartel profit.

Our commercial banks report to the Reserve Bank, 

which in turn reports to the Bank for International 

Settlements (BIS), based in Switzerland. BIS 

purports to foster international monetary and 

financial co-operation whilst serving as a bank for 

central banks. In reality, BIS is the epicentre of a 

global banking control system, manipulated by 

the world’s wealthy elite and the globe’s largest 

investment banks. It creates the cycles that allows 

the world’s richest people to sell on a high and 

buy on a low. Established in 1930, under the guise 

of distributing Germany’s war reparations, it is a 

ludicrous and historical anachronism leveraged 

from abroad, to control the fortunes and future of 

Australian regional GDP.

In reality, many digital assets are not designed as 

a currency. They are a new asset class that enable 

decentralized applications and a mechanism to 

allocate resources to a specific form of organization. 

Blockchain empowers these decentralized 

applications allowing participants to do something 

you can already do today, but without a central 

party. The use of this type of technology eliminates 

the need for major bank intermediaries and 

creates ‘trustless banking’, and an ability for whole 

communities, to create their own banking system. 

This is vastly superior to the current system, which 

holds regional Australian business to ransom, with 

major banks that cannot be trusted.

A PROPERTY BACKED
DIGITAL CURRENCY

“It is well enough that 
the people of the nation 
do not understand our 
banking and monetary 
system, for if they did, 
i believe there would 
be a revolution before 
tomorrow morning.” 

 
Henry Ford

Civilised societies have used currency throughout history to trade their goods and services. 

Australia is one such society and the Australian dollar (AUD) is simply the store of value recognised 

by members of our communities. The Australian Reserve Bank conducts monetary policy and 

issues our currency, via the commercial banking system. Instead of a ‘fractional reserve’ banking 

system, Australia’s commercial banks have a capital adequacy requirement.
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Whils t s t i l l  in the early 

stage of adoption globally 

by growing communit ies 

seeking an alternative to 

existing control systems, the 

prospects for our regional 

cities are revolutionary. The 

concept of an electronic 

coin, or digital token within 

a regional network, is simply 

a chronological series of 

verified digital signatures that

can securely and reliably 

substantiate a ledger of member’s equity value, 

held within a pool of assets. This token can 

be the digital currency to empower the equity 

requirements for a cloud-based bank-like capital 

structure.

Ergo, the equity holding, systems and structure, 

mandatory for a bank, can be replicated in a 

decentralized form, leveraging property assets and 

costs saving intellectual property in construction, 

owned by the members of that organisation. Our 

regions comprise a series of micro- economic 

systems that produce 40% of the national GDP 

(Gross Domestic Product). Currently, they have 

no control of their community’s finance or capital 

needs outside the banking cartel. As Huntington 

Investment Partners™ gain membership traction, 

via various branded delivery systems, in a specific 

geographical area, based on providing solutions to 

practical finance, capital and asset exchange needs, 

a digital token, on par with AUD, has enormous 

potential for growth. There is an exponential 

demand for capital support 

for countless property and 

business opportunities in 

regional Australia, that can be 

serviced.

A digital currency needs a 

user ecosystem, and users. 

The dif ference between 

Security Tokens and Utility 

Tokens is in the intended 

use and functionality of the 

tokens, as follows;

SECURITY TOKENS

Security Tokens are backed by assets and created 

as investments and simply act in the same manner 

as any investment in Australian dollars is intended. 

Ie They are stable in value and should produce 

the result intended. If they’re invested for income, 

they should produce income. If they’re invested for 

growth, they should create growth.

DIGITAL TOKENS

Digital Tokens are issued to fund development of a 

digital currency and can be later used to purchase 

a good or service offered by the issuer of the 

currency. They are commonly used as a method 

of fundraising for new concepts, and building 

user ecosystems. Utility tokens do have value, 

especially if they provide value to users, in different 

ways. If those users are members, participating in 

a new, paradigm, with access to a revolutionary 

methodology, service, or product, extreme value 

can be co-created.

“Those who learn 
to collaborate and 
improvise are more 
likely to prevail.” 

 
Charles Darwin
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Once proven to be effective and able to handle 

large volumes of concurrent transactions’ products 

and customers, the product was patented. The 

development team went on to further extend the 

platform based on the patents to finally deliver a 

generic, cloud based platform for any business 

environment. Autoyield™ can be embedded into 

any application that will benefit from reacting to 

supply and demand factors to achieve maximum 

revenue, with the greatest profit overall.

Huntington Mutual™ is developing a highly secure, 

blockchain implemented asset & investment 

exchange to connect individual member assets, 

businesses, real estate, art, music, intellectual 

property and chose in action value to digital 

tokenization. The asset backed tokenisation model 

divides the key sales and risk management roles 

into the essential categories of skill, as follows;

 1.  A trustee role to hold tokenised assets, on 

behalf of owners.

 2.  Tokenisation, on par with AUD, through value 

verif ication and peer to peer financial risk 

services, offered to members of the Huntington 

Health & Wealth Club™.

 3.  A capacity to implement an AUD capital raising, 

via trusted funds management and banking 

partnerships, to create transactional liquidity 

for tokenised assets, embedded in a secure, 

blockchain based, financial and economic 

ecosystem.

All time based advisory models are sensitive to 

supply and demand factors. If a person, or business, 

cannot sell its time today, that time can’t be sold 

tomorrow. Also, time does not equal a solution!

As a consequence, time models have inherent 

weaknesses, whereas capital management 

models offer profound opportunity to generate 

wealth, whilst you sleep. Capital works 24 hours 

a day, on behalf of those who manage the capital, 

and yet offshore investment bankers control our 

currency system. Ergo, all communities should be 

empowered to generate currencies, alternative to 

the major banking system, whilst remaining on par 

with AUD. 

Huntington Mutual™ will focus on securing 

partnerships with a variety of industries, including 

but not limited to, real estate, accounting, legal, 

stockbroking, construction, architecture, valuation 

services, media and entertainment. In reality, in a 

blockchain based world of peer to peer financial 

services and smart data collection, myriad 

relationships can act as trusted middlemen, and 

women. All members, as commercial partners, can 

contribute intellectual and commercial energy and 

equity to a co-operative balance sheet, to be listed 

on the stock exchange. Huntington Mutual™ has 

purchased a strata restaurant and studio for partner 

networking. All commercial members will be 

encouraged to empower collaborative relationship, 

and co-create a trustworthy ecosystem, comprising 

a cross section of members.

AUTOYIELD PTY LTD PARTNERSHIP 
WITH HUNTINGTON SOVEREIGN EXCHANGE™

The etymology of the word Huntington is ‘Home of the Hunters’. Huntington has been ‘hunting’ 

for a suitable partner, with whom to develop the secured token offer (STO). We’re delighted to 

announce a partnership with Autoyield Pty Ltd (Autoyield™), leveraging its ground breaking 

technology. The core technology behind Autoyield™ is driven by sophisticated algorithms that 

were finessed and ratified by a Professor of Mathematics at one of Australia’s leading universities. 
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Huntington has assembled a disciplined risk 

management model, to offer both a Secured and 

Utility Token, across well defined market segments, 

to enhance commercial synergy.

1. HUNTINGTON’S KONECT KOIN™

The Eureka Rebellion in 1854 is identified with 

the birth of democracy in Australia. Mark Twain 

wrote, ‘...I think it may be called the greatest thing 

in Australasian history. It was a revolution- small in 

size; but great politically; it was a strike for liberty, 

a struggle for principle, a stand against injustice 

and oppression...’ It is difficult for Australians to 

comprehend the magnitude of a globally centralised 

capital control It is impossible to be heard, among 

the daily distraction of global media companies. 

Let’s Rumble! is our tongue in cheek reference to 

a revolution against the undemocratic nature of 

the Australian corporate media and major banking 

system. The partners have incorporated Lets Rumble.

TV Pty Ltd, (Lets Rumble.TV™) as an entertainment 

and media hub, to introduce and explain the model 

to the local community. Our objective is to draw 

attention to the mutual model, and to the very real 

opportunity to build an alternative banking system, 

powered by a secondary regional currency, on par 

with AUD. Our THINK B.I.G!  Campaign  leverages 

laughter, education, collaborative training and music 

to create partner momentum.  B.I.G. is an acronym 

for three key ingredients in the revolution, that 

represent who we are; 

~ Biz Integrator Group;

~ Banking Independence Group;

~ Blockchain Innovators Group.

The quickest route to proving the power of our 

partnership model, is to empower founding partner 

members, including creatives, musicians, comics, 

charities and a variety of small biz partners, wishing 

to konect meaningfully, with their audience.  The 

Huntington Konect Koin™ (Konect Koin) is the result 

of years of planning and design, combined with an 

aggregation of software capacity, seeking to make 

people LAUGH. THINK. FEEL. KONECT. From that 

connection, commercial opportunity arises. The 

Konect Koin will allow the founding partners to 

finalise Huntington’s Next Generation Partnership 

Platform, for access by our members, remunerating 

collaborative participation and sweat equity and as 

a medium of exchange for goods or services, that 

include, but is not limited to, the following categories;

•  Entertainers, musicians, artistic endeavour, and 

creative marketing to empower a Let’s Rumble. TV 

member collaborative community.

•  Writers, journalists, lawyers, forensic accountants 

and marketing partners offering their skill and 

creativity to share media truth, and restore justice.

•  Restaurant and coffee shop owners as partners 

leveraging point of sale software, to secure smart 

data, start the mutual conversation, host relevant 

media content, and convene business workshops.

•  Health and fitness professionals and gymnasiums 

for providing health & wealth coaching, smart data 

collection and commercial collaboration.

2. RES IPSA INCOME TOKEN™

Res Ipsa Loquitor is a Latin expression in law 

meaning ‘It speaks for itself ’. Unbridled cartel 

banking and insolvency misconduct, and the lack 

of Governmental response to curb this, speaks 

for itself. Yet, the Rule of Law (No person is above 

the law) is paramount to the commercial integrity 

of any city. Restorative justice will become more 

accessible through tokenization of legal rights, 

“All I got is a red 
guitar, three chords 
and the truth”. 

Bob Dylan
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whilst empowering inves™ent yield, via income and 

growth products. Major banks and large companies 

bully small business owners into submission, 

whilst the legal profession’s hourly rate model 

has been relatively powerless to assist. Legally 

trained partners and investigative journalism 

combine to showcase a lucrative business model, 

demonstrating the effectiveness of a blockchain 

implemented litigation and mediation supply chain.

Correspondingly, legal, accounting and real estate 

professionals have been shut out of lucrative 

property and business f inance opportunities. 

Huntington Mutual™ has developed, in conjunction 

with Strongman Financier Ltd,  a unique litigation 

and finance model. In addition, they have secured 

valuable legal rights and property opportunity, and 

founded specialist real estate. legal, forensic and 

media partnerships. These rights, opportunities 

and legal and financial services infrastructure will 

underpin a Secured Token Offer (STO), delivering a 

7% yield, quarterly in arrears.

A collaboration of Res Ipsa Capital Partners, 

comprising boutique law firms, real estate partners, 

audit and forensic specialists, barristers, litigation 

and prosecution partners will provide a more cost 

effective  litigation, property and capital solutions 

supply chain.

3. HUNTINGTON DEALMAKER’S 
SOVEREIGN™

The Huntington Dealmaker’s Sovereign™ will 

deliver a regional first in an STO (Secured Token 

Offer) offering investors an equity or income option, 

secured by primary corporate and secondary 

property securities, leveraging a unique property 

sales platform. All vendors of property are legally 

allowed to sell their properties, subject to mortgage. 

Banks never promote this, yet in the U.S. sales 

of the mortgage are common place. Huntington 

Mutual™ is developing, in concert with Australian 

and Chinese partners a highly sophisticated asset 

backed electronic exchange (called Huntington 

ABEX™) to advance a unique property backed 

token, accompanied by a virtual reality sales 

methodology, leveraging loan securitization. 

Tokenisation empowers the creation of mortgages 

over prestige property and development projects 

to create a property backed, blockchain based 

token, enhancing sales capacity, whilst creating an 

investment opportunity, secured by mortgage. To 

complement the integration of legal and property 

skill, Australian Law Societies have introduced 

multi-discipline regulations, permitting law firms 

and real estate personnel to merge their skills. 

All partners will be trained to understand the 

importance of a high level of fiduciary duty of care, 

to members.

“In the absence 
of justice, what is 
sovereignty but 

organised robbery.” 

Saint Augustine
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The Australia’s funds management industry totals 

in excess of two trillion dollars. It is the largest in 

the Asia-Pacific region and the sixth largest in the 

world. The sophistication of the managed funds 

industry belies its poor performance and the 

dearth of asset allocation for regional Australia. 

Exponential opportunity exists to create finance 

and capital solution businesses, delivering an 

excellent risk managed source of investment 

revenue. The potential to position the funds 

management industry as the capital provider for re-

mutualisation of banking and financial services in 

regional Australia is, for present purposes, limitless.

Progressive re-mutualisation, one community at 

a time, is the only effective ground up response 

to the major bank cartel control. This strategy will 

comprise a community based mutual trustee role, 

for the following purpose:

  i. Securing of member assets in a specified 

trustee’s balance sheet for digit isat ion, 

underpinned by a mandated capital solutions 

strategy, embedded in blockchain technology.

  ii. Integrating a co-operative funds management 

solution, via Huntington Investment Partnerships™, 

across a range of client service specialties, 

such as legal, accounting, real estate, asset 

management and property development. 

  iii. Developing additional finance and capital 

solut ions l iquidi t y channels , v ia funds 

management and non-major banking sector 

partnerships.

  iv. Promoting regional investment opportunities 

accessed through Huntington Investment 

Partnerships™, to Melbourne and Sydney based 

fund managers. 

  v. Listing on the stock exchange a company to 

‘roll-up’ partners, empowering the highest level 

of corporate governance, a multiple of business 

value, generational succession and collaborative 

business partnership, protecting community from 

issues arising from corporate globalization.

THE BANKING 
RE-MUTUALISATION SOLUTION

Aussie John (John Symonds) proved that if you aggregate demand, you will control capital supply 

(John Symonds sold Aussie Home Loans to CBA and is now the 90th wealthiest Australian). There 

are approximately 260 banks in Switzerland, and yet it has one third the population of Australia.

“To position the funds 
management industry as 
the capital provider for re-
mutualisation of banking 
and financial services in 
regional Australia is, for 
present purposes, limitless.”
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There are also various domains that we usually 

transact from, such as physical, digital data, 

e-commerce, social media, loyalty, bar ter, 

cryptocurrencies and Decentralised Applications 

(DApps). As the domains increase in numbers so 

does the complexity of transactions. In some cases, 

we cannot transact from one domain to the other. 

There are major trends that will influence the online 

digital space and will fuel change;

 1.  Mobile devices will become the online 

connection method of choice.

 2.  Digitisation and digital currencies, within 

blockchain ecosystems, will become more 

prevalent for online transactions.

 3.  User experience, or personalised content/

product, will dictate the online active presence 

of the user.

 4.  A trend toward community based commercial 

ecosystems and city based currencies.

In this innovative environment, of next generation IT, 

financial services, social media and virtual marketing 

will democratise access to banking revenues. 

Trusted non-bank innovators, founded on pillars 

of accountability, transparency, personal security, 

data protection, privacy and fairness, will facilitate 

community co-owned investment and commercial 

banking capacity. As peer to peer collaborative 

finance and capital capacity increasingly takes hold, 

business relationship and supply chain processes 

will seamlessly integrate into independent trustee 

capacity, social media communication, digitization 

of physical, legal rights and intellectual property 

assets. Operating system and interface between 

people and machines, ie personal computers, 

laptops, smart phones, tablets.

The technology revolution is dramatically changing 

commercial connectivity and business interaction. 

We now have the ability to instantaneously 

communicate, trade, share intellectual property, 

send money, live stream, seek the truth and 

collaboratively profit. Proprietary, cloud-based 

operating systems, hosted within a secured, 

Verified Private Network (VPN), will be trusted 

to holistically protect member data, identity and 

digital currency. With this environment in mind, 

Huntington is developing a series of commercial 

and community partnerships as follows;

 1.  Alliance Partnerships with client service delivery 

and technology partners.

 2.  Strategic Partnerships with medium sized 

businesses desirous of a funds management 

capacity.

 3.  Investment Partnerships with sophisticated 

investors, funds managers and family offices.

 4.  Goodwill Partnerships with charity, church and 

media.

 5.  Members as co-creative mutual partners.

HUNTINGTON NEXT GENERATION 
PARTNERSHIP PLATFORM

Our world is undergoing a significant evolutionary path within market sectors of banking, 

technology, construction, politics, law, social media, and digital ownership. Blockchain technology 

can unify business endeavor, eliminate corruption and underpin transactional prosperity to create 

a truly independent peer to peer community, with wealth immutably secured.
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All partners will take a fiduciary oath to protect 

and uphold the founding principles of mutualism, 

respect a high standard of client centric conduct 

and develop a trusted commercial network. Making 

a positive impact on a community, by implementing 

an independent capital solutions capacity, 

requires implementing a system for participating 

members, that offers a transparent and sustainable 

alternative. Adam Smith, the Godfather of modern 

economics, proposed that ‘Self interest will drive 

the economy, but it must be balanced by good 

conscience.’ Given 1% of the world’s population 

control 50% of the wealth, capitalism and bipartisan 

politics has failed. The global corporate mantra of 

‘shareholders first’ is fundamentally flawed, and 

we must return to commercial tribalism. Adapted 

from the seven pillars of mutualism laid out by 

Peter Kellner, UK political analyst and journalist, 

are seven simple, compelling, logical principles. 

When acknowledged and agreed to be embraced 

by a member body, these principles offer a platform 

for a commercially fair business ecosystem.

A unifying theme, commitment to conduct and 

expectation in return, will empower a body of 

philosophically like-minded members to leverage 

the reputation and usability of a new medium of 

exchange to forge a partnership community in 

which disciplined standards ensure an integrous 

code of conduct and corresponding business and 

brand value.

Huntington members will enjoy a commercial and 

social environment based on the following seven 

principles;

1.  All members acknowledge responsibility to the 

principle of mutuality.

2.  All members choose mutual conduct over self-

interest.

3.  All members require economic and political 

power to be used and dispersed mutually.

4.  All members require mutuality from those who 

seek financial gain in the social institution of 

the market.

5.  All members require Government to discharge 

its duty to promote responsible market 

behaviour and act as an effective umpire.

6.  All members require an inclusive society and 

equal access to the means to participate in it to 

the full.

7.  All members require Government to guarantee 

equality of access but to leave delivery to 

independent market systems exercising their 

mutual responsibility.

HUNTINGTON  PARTNER 
& MEMBERSHIP PRINCIPLES

Huntington Investment Partners™ will be developed as a licensable brand and business model, to 

ensure unity philosophically and drive leading edge risk management systems, integrating funds 

management and asset tokenisation, across a variety of partner businesses. Partners will pool 

their sweat equity, intellectual property, cash investment, asset value and commercial acumen, to 

found the co-operative capital structure, and engage in transactional risk, to support their clients, 

thereby replicating the functions of an investment bank.
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Huntington Biz-Matchmaker™ has been founded 

to promote member education and training in 

application of the algorithm to specific industry 

and business types. It is now freely available to a 

community of members to unite a ‘House of Brands’ 

finance and capital solutions ecosystem, unified by 

mutual principles.

This long held investment bankers secret is 

now available to all who commit to seven simple 

principles of mutualism. In the context of the non-

mutuality of the global banking system, Mi Brand™ 

has been birthed to seamlessly unite with existing 

member brands, committed to re-mutualisation, 

and to be symbolic of democratisation of this 

simple algorithm. The ‘M’ in the brand represents 

the principal of mutuality and the philosophy that 

commercial relationships and dealings should be 

mutual.

The ‘i’ stands for the following 7 ‘i’ words: ideas 

innovation, integrity, indigenous, industrious, 

intellectual, iconoclast.

All commercial members will receive training to 

understand the application of Mi Algorithm of 

Wealth™ to their existing businesses, to empower 

their profitability and to launch a partner pathway. 

The conversion of the additional retained earnings 

to tokens will offer the opportunity to store that 

value in the collective balance sheet of a public 

company, and thereby achieve a multiple of value.

The problem for regional Australia is the centralised 

and cyclical manipulation of capital through 

offshore control and an onshore banking cartel. 

This ‘top down’ control system, in turn, negatively 

influences business independence, individual 

financial success and collective community wealth. 

The solution, therefore, is to decentralise control 

through regional banking independence, overseen 

by trusted commercial partnerships, throughout 

Australia. By way of parallel, Goldman Sachs is 

the sixth largest bank in the US and yet, after 150 

years of operation, has approximately 500 partners 

only. That is ludicrous! Technology and tokenization 

now offer for the first time in banking history, an 

opportunity for a new paradigm of independent 

finance and capital solutions ecosystems.

Mi BRAND & HUNTINGTON 
BIZ-MATCHMAKER™

The commercial and investment banking system globally is centrally controlled, yet it is based on 

a simple algorithm, historically withheld from the people, by elitist wealth. The dictionary definition 

of an algorithm is ‘a finite set of unambiguous instructions that can be performed in a prescribed 

sequence to achieve a certain goal and that has a recognisable set of end conditions. If correctly 

applied, it ensures the solution of a problem’.

“Give me control of a 
nation’s money supply 
and I care not who 
makes its laws.”

Mayer Amschel Rothschild
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Cracking the secret banking code that has lay 

hidden for centuries, democratizes the wealth 

opportunities, embedded in the centrally controlled 

system. To do so requires four penetrating 

questions to be asked and answered. The 

questions are:

1. What, at its essence, is a bank?

2.  What, at its essence, is a business, or corporation?

3. How do you merge the two and manage risk?

4. How do you enshrine a conscience?

The answers are;

A bank has only four key elements:

1. Banking

2. Finance

3. Advisory

4. Funds management

Any business, or corporation, has only four key 

elements:

1. Brand

2. Strategy

3. Relationships

4. Deal-making

This gives rise to a quadrant comprising four 

‘boxes’. On closer examination, each ‘box’ has its 

own personality and risk profile:

The algorithm underpins the development of a 

series of partner-based business units leveraging 

the distribution of licensed tokenisation. Disciplined 

risk management combined with a bank like capital 

structure will deliver growth in the value of the 

digital network token.

DIGITAL CAPITAL IS THE FUTURE STOCK 
IN TRADE FOR ANY BUSINESS FOCUSSED 

ON DRIVING ROE (RETURN ON EQUITY).

Any asset management strategy, to be properly 

risk managed and produce an optimum growth in 

tokenisation must assume into three ascending 

risk classes.

This allows the correlation between risk and yield 

to be understood and priced. Licensed partnership 

delivery of tokenisation will, at all times, respect the 

progressive layers traversing senior, subordinate 

and equity risk. All partners will be trained to 

characterize capital solutions investment across 

the following three classes of risk:

SENIOR RISK

This risk/yield class is exposed to the least risk for 

the lesser yield. This category will broadly comprise 

60% of the capital under management and is akin 

to ‘depositors’ capital.

SUBORDINATE RISK

This risk/yield class is exposed to greater risk for 

a higher yield but is cushioned by the substantial 

buffer of equity at the bottom of the capital 

structure. This category will broadly comprise 20% 

of the capital under management and is akin to 

senior to senior/subordinate risk.

EQUITY RISK

This risk/yield class is exposed to the greatest risk, 

in exchange for the highest yield. This category 

will broadly comprise 20% of the capital under 

management as equity risk. As indicated, banks 

globally are obliged to hold 8% (called Tier 1 

Capital). They borrow 7% (called Tier 2 Capital). 

In doing so, they maximize the return on equity 

(ROE) for shareholders, which includes the major 

investment banks.

FUNDS MANAGEMENT 
& DEAL-MAKING
Highly profitable, with very creative 
investment possibilities.

1.

2.

3.

4.

BANKING/ BRAND
Is broad projection, big audience, 
low risk, low margin.

FINANCE/ STRATEGY
Is higher risk,
higher margin.

ADVISORY/ RELATIONSHIPS
Is low margin, but importantly, 
it builds trust.
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MARTIN McCONNACHIE

Non-Executive Chairman

HUNTINGTON INVESTMENT PARTNERS™ 

Martin, the founder of Allotz.com Limited 

and Autoyield™, has an extensive career in IT 

entrepreneurship with very notable solutions 

spanning online reservation systems for the hotel 

industry, design, development and launch of a 

stock market trading system in Central America, 

a web based accounting solution and forming 

his own IT manufacturing company, in the field 

of network based, optical storage systems. His 

broad range of multi-discipline skills include IT 

product development, corporate infrastructure, 

high level management and marketing.

Martin has persevered for 12 years to secure a 

globally unique patent empowering a plug in 

solution to any transactional platform adjusting 

prices in real time, based on important factors, 

including consumer demand and business supply, 

price elasticity and distribution time frame. In 

today’s fast paced and competitive market, 

domination by global and national corporate 

giants provides an unlevel playing field for 

small enterprise. Martin’s ‘Science of Profit’, a 

cloud based, time expiring, asset, inventory and 

revenue management system offers inordinate 

scaleability of partner management for a 

community co-owned banking system.

MARK McIVOR

Managing Partner

HUNTINGTON’S HEALTH & WEALTH CLUB™

Admitted to practice law in 1980 at the age of 

23, Mark built one of the largest privately-owned 

property financiers in Australia. Over 25 years, 

from humble law firm origin to a $150 million net 

worth, he earned his ‘hard but fair’ reputation, as a 

dealmaker and trusted steward of investor capital. 

His trustee company, entire net worth, commercial 

standing and $280 million of investor capital, were 

decimated in 2011-2012. 

Cleverly concealed fiduciary criminality, major 

bank misconduct and ASIC misfeasance, banished 

Mark to a commercial wilderness. Connecting 

a passion for commerce with his search for the 

FOUNDING MEMBERS

Our founding members are all on a partner pathway, co-creating brands, business units, client 

service delivery systems, relationships of integrity and ethos. The journey for some has been 

long, for others difficult, and for all a learning curve, in business and life. Our passion is the 

greater good of our community, and sharing a DIY wealth and wellness pathway. Our mission is 

to continually grow our partnerships and the list below is not comprehensive. For further details, 

please consult our website.
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deeper meaning of life, he learned to embrace the 

positive in the negative. In doing so, he ‘cracked 

the code’ to the simple algorithm of wealth, 

which underpins the globally centralized banking 

industry. A passionate change agent and writer, 

Mark has published an autobiographical tale, 

under a nom de plume, called ‘Strange Animals 

Come Down to Drink’. Mark has integrated his 

career knowledge as a financier, with a dazzling 

array of partner intellectual property, to create a 

visionary model of licensed, digitized DIY wealth 

creation, co-owned by its community of members.

WILLIAM JAMES

Founding Director 

William (Billy) James has more than 35 years 

of professional experience in the property, 

hospitality and tourism industries. His broad 

expertise incorporates sales of a large variety of 

hotel, resort and residential developments. He 

is a leading business identity in the Queensland 

property market with a distinguished business 

career in project planning, development, 

marketing and management.

As a highly regarded community business 

leader shaping the hospitality industry, Billy has 

long standing relationships with not for profit, 

corporate, media and sporting leaders.

His uniquely varied commercial history ranges 

from Consul to traditional owners of the Gold 

Coast, the Kombumerri (Saltwater) people, to the 

design, manufacture and marketing of organic 

fertilizer/ soil conditioner and waste management 

Rigorous testing in Saudi Arabia and Qatar with 

Ministry companies resulted in approval of 100% 

organic soil conditioner / fertilizer for the Middle 

East Region.

The opportunity to effect enduring change in 

his region underpin Billy’s commitment to re- 

mutualisation and capitalizing of unique Australian 

intellectual property and opportunity.

His wealth of experience in many facets of 

business, including distribution of a global first 

in phonetic language education. His long-term 

community involvement in rugby union, lifesaving 

and Chamber of Commerce further strengthen 

his attributes as a founding Director of Huntington 

Financier™.

JANICE COLLINS

Founding Director

Janice graduated from Deakin University (Rus) 

Melbourne, with a  Bachelor of Education 

(Environmental Studies), specialising in systems 

structure. She spent over 30 years teaching 

Science to secondary students at a suite of 

Victorian High Schools.

With skills honed from many years working with 

thousands of students, Janice brings effective 

insights and inquiry methods to a new age of 

commerce. An NLP practitioner, and Master 

Facilitator with Blair Singer Academy, she has 

grown, and transformed her own life, learning to 

walk the middle path. ‘Why are we here?’ is one of 

Janice’s favourite questions.

Janice’s role in curriculum and partner training 

and development will leverage customised Gap 

Analysis, to facilitate creative change, to maximise 

desirable outcomes.
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JAMES LOEL

Founding Director

James was admitted as a Solicitor of the Supreme 

Court of Queensland and the High Court of 

Australia in 1980. In his 40 year career he has 

climbed every mountain, in the practise of law. 

Ranging from building the largest two man practise 

in Qld, both by staff numbers and turnover, to 

building a property law specialty firm, with 60 

plus staff to being the sole Director of a boutique 

commercial litigation firm. 

He has worked as a consultant to well respected 

law firms and represented clients who were 

household names, such as Hooker Homes, Allianz 

and Dunn and Bradstreet. In his spare time he has 

developed land subdivisions, service stations, 

commercial buildings and retail centres.

After a diversified legal career, he has now 

positioned as a litigation funder and legal project 

manager, where he knows he can make a 

difference. As a passionate protector of citizens’ 

rights, he will integrate strategic legal and capital 

solutions for our members benefit. James is a true 

fiduciary, and his respect for the Rule of Law lies at 

the heart of the Huntington Investment Partnership.

JOHN FOLEY

Founding President

HUNTINGTON HEALTH & WEALTH CLUB™

John is a barrister at law in Australia, including in 

the High Court and Ireland, for 40 years. He is a 

Director and former Chairman of ASX listed Citigold 

Corporation, which is also listed on the Dubai and 

Frankfurt exchanges & trades as ADR in New York.

John has innovated with the launch of a !00 

million dollar crypto backed gold currency and is 

in high demand as a speaker internationally in this 

specialist forum. He is the Deputy Chairman of ASX 

listed Precious Metals Resources Ltd, Chairman 

of Carbon Credit Corporation and Chairman of 

merchant banking group, Australian Securities Ltd.

He was founding director of the Australian Gold 

Council and has wide experience in the public 

sector markets, resources and the financial and 

investment related industries.

John’s legal background, corporate governance 

experience and political expertise amply equip 

him for a key role as founding President of the 

Huntington Health & Wealth Club™
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HELEN PAXIMADAS 

Partner

HUNTINGTON’S CAFE PARTNERS™

Helen brings a wealth of business and human 

being knowledge, combined with a passion for 

wholesome, healthy food, to Huntington’s Cafe™, 

our front line into the community.

A rich Greek family culture, her own prior 

experience in commercial cooking and managing 

100 men on a building site, have amply equipped 

her to manage our membership message, 

integrating food and financial services.

Helen built a successful family business in 

the construction industry, prior to her role as 

restauranteur and café owner. Her personal 

growth during this career phase, empowers 

her to manage a vibrant team, responsible for 

feeding our members, and educating coffee shop 

and restaurant partners as to the benefits of a 

Huntington Club partnership.

A commercial community needs to ‘eat & greet’ 

to build trusted relationship. Huntington’s Café, 

overlooking a pristine Emerald Lake, offers the 

ideal opportunity for dealmaking, Huntington style.

ZOLTAN VARSZEGHY

Partner & Strongman Advocate™

Zoltan was admitted to practise law in Victoria 

in 1975. Seconded to the Bureau of Criminal 

Intelligence (BCI) Victoria Police in 1983, he served 

in the major crime squad until 1992. Thereafter, he 

specialised in criminal law until 2000. Zoltan then 

developed a very unique legal solutions consulting 

clinic and educator. His services ranged from an 

advisor to Prince Leonard, founder of the Hutt 

River Province, to lecturing and advising private 

clients in Europe in international asset protection. 

Zoltan is now the Attorney General for the Githabul 

original tribe and the Tetaou Maori Kingdom. Based 

in Australia and Vanuatu, Zoltan currently has 

carriage of civil rights being conducted in the Court 

of International Justice in the Hague. In the context 

of the current Royal Commission into misconduct in 

the major bank system, Zoltan’s skills are uniquely 

valuable, as a founding Strongman Advocate™. 
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PATRICK JOHN CREAMER III 

(aka Colonel Strongman)

Musical & Marketing Partner

Patrick Creamer is a third generation Irish 

descendant, from the County of Cork. A staunch 

regional Australian and quintessential 1960’s hippie, 

he has turned his hand to many careers. Having 

lived in a cave, on a hill, in town or in the bush, his 

constants have been music, art, family, and creating 

a sense of community. A staunch vegetarian, he 

has seven children, 16 grandchildren and one great 

grand daughter. A passionate promoter of co-

operatives in the late 70s, and a musician publishing 

songs, such as Joh The Holy Man, in the 80s, 

Patrick is not averse to controversy, for a purpose. 

Patrick’s role is the development of a team, 

promoting our Let’s Rumble Goodwill Musicians™.

PATRICK CREAMER IV (aka PJ)

Musical & Creative Partner 

Son of Patrick Creamer III is PJ, an award-

winning film maker and singer/songwriter. Having 

graduated from Bond University, he is a detailed 

oriented director and music producer, and equally 

passionate about applying his craft to encourage 

a ‘mutual revolution’. Having toured the world 

playing music, he now seeks to focus his energy 

developing Revelation Studios, as a voice for 

change. A libertarian at heart, Patrick leverages his 

significant talent to excite audiences and create 

unity in community. His calling is enlivening the 

creative arts and music industry, to the desperate 

need for more sustainable commercial conduct and 

transformation of the corporate world.
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HUNTINGTON HEALTH 
& WEALTH CLUB™
An Explanation
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This annunciates the philosophical basis for 

drawing together natural citizens, who then seek 

to commercialise, via a collaborative association. 

The Huntington Health & Wealth Club™ (Huntington 

Club) will;

 •  Incorporate a founding Mutual Australian 

Custodian & DIY Wealth Association.

 •  Grow member and community awareness of 

mutualism.

 •  Educate regarding Mi Algorithm of Wealth, and 

train partners in peer to peer finance.

 •  Grow a platform for mutual commercial 

interaction between members.

 •  Develop a unified media voice, buying power 

and supportive finance channels.

The founding partners will also:

 •  Establish as a trustee, and for members 

benefit, a corporate and brand structure and 

a partnership HQ and collaboration hub at 

78/3030 The Boulevarde, Emerald Lakes.

 •  Advance business partnerships to foster 

trusted commercial collaboration in 

preparation for the stock exchange partner 

‘roll up’.

 •  Grow assets under management, available 

for digitisation and tokenisation and 

develop investor relationships to foster fund 

management liquidity.

· The focus of the individual partner brands will be:

  1. To invest sweat equity in business partners 

which have good data base collection, a strong 

client ethic and aligned commercial potential.

  2. To finance, and invest in fiduciary advisory 

partners that, with strategic support, have 

a commercial growth, and/or aggregation 

capacity, and can collaboratively scale.

  3. To maximise partner personal performance, 

to educate regarding the benefits of a 

cooperative capital structure, disciplined 

retained earnings, and an aggregation of 

trustee balance sheets, growing share price 

value, by optimising commercial strategies. 

  4. To grow their respective partner networks, 

businesses and brand integrity.

HUNTINGTON HEALTH & WEALTH CLUB™
AN EXPLANATION

An essential legal requirement in a member- based model, seeking to re-mutualise financial services, 

is the establishment of a Client & Small Business Association (typically referred to as a CASBA).

 Advance business 
partnerships to foster 
trusted commercial 
collaboration in 
preparation for the 
stock exchange
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LET’S RUMBLE!
Partner Training Pathway
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A modern day Mutual offers regional business 

communities a platform to compete against 

big business, and an accelerated pathway to 

commercial success. Of the world’s 100 largest 

economic entities, 51 are now corporations and 49 

are countries. The top companies combined annual 

sales are 18 times the size of the combined annual 

income of 1.2 billion people (24% of the world’s 

population), living in severe poverty. The sales are 

27.5% of world economic activity, while employing 

0.78% of the world’s workforce. 

The principle of leverage focusses power to such 

an extent, it moved Archimedes to say, ‘Give me 

the place to stand, and I shall move the earth.’ Mi 

Algorithm of Wealth, and our licensed model, offers 

partners a ‘place to stand’, for leading edge risk 

management techniques, and business strategy. 

Macquarie Bank founded 50 years ago, is now the 

world’s largest infrastructure asset manager, with 

16,000 staff, across 25 countries. It is famously 

referred to as the ‘Millionaire’s Factory’. However`, 

they have little interest in offering their secrets to 

regional Australian small business.

The distinctive ‘revolutionary flavour’ of Let’s 

Rumble! is predicated on an aspiration for candid 

communication regarding the unsustainability of 

corporate globalization. The consequential impact 

upon small business communities nationally is 

profound, as they struggle to survive.

The focus of each partner brand will be the 

development of HIGH OCTANE™ training models, 

and business bootcamps, to :

  1. Foster brand awareness, unify a commercial 

community, tokenisation assets where possible, 

and develop liquidity channels.

  2. Unlock the capital growth inherent in the 

business partner, via revenue growth and peer 

to peer transactional capacity.

  3. Enhance work-life balance, personal growth, 

and the art of mutual deal-making, whilst 

delaying gratification through disciplined 

retained earnings, and token re-investment.

LET’S RUMBLE!
PARTNER TRAINING PATHWAY

The Huntington Mutual™ model is a collaborative business and personal performance model. 

Unifying small business partners into a co-opeartive balance sheet is simply a logical response to 

the dangers of corporate globalisation.
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OUR VISION 
& MISSION



To establish a partnership foundation of commercially 

and philosophically unified members and spearhead the 

foundationof MiBC™, as the Fifth Pillar™, a co-operative 

of client service delivery partners, financial services and 

capital solutions providers, empowered by a Utility Token 

and Secured Token Offer, on par with AUD.

Mi VISION 2020™



Mi MISSION 2020™

To list MiBC™ (Members Investment Blockchain Custodian 

Limited) on the stock exchange by November 2020, 

powered by principles of mutualism, and spearhead the 

growth of a trustworthy, stable medium of exchange, 

profiting a growing member community, whilst heralding 

an ongoing commitment to collaboration and mutuality in 

investment banking and financial services.
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